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Abstract 
Scheinerman, E.R. and A. Trenk, On generalized perfect graphs: bounded degree and bounded edge 
perfection, Discrete Applied Mathematics 44 (1993) 2333245. 
Given a hereditary family of graphs / one defines the /-chromuric number of a graph G, denoted 
x,(G), to be the minimum size of a partition b’(c)=V,U~~~U VA such that each V, induces in G a member 
of /: Define w *(G) to equalx ,(K) where K is a largest clique in G. We say that G isx .-perfect provided 
x ,(H)=o ,(H) for all induced subgraphs H of G. 
We consider the properties r’,, “has at most I edges” and ?,, “has maximum degree at most t”. For 
these properties (and some variants) we prove analogues of the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture and 
the Perfect Graph Theorem, and we also exhibit polynomial time algorithms for recognizing these 
generalized perfect graphs provided t>O. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we continue our study [ 1 l] of generalized perfect graphs. 
Recall that a graph G is perfect provided each of its induced subgraphs H satisfies 
the equation x(H)= o(H) where x is the chromatic number and o is the clique 
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number, i.e., the maximum number of pairwise adjacent vertices in H. Perfect 
graphs have received intense interest in the graph theory community. Among the 
many important results concerning perfect graphs, perhaps the most important is 
the Perfect Graph Theorem (PGT) conjectured by Berge and proved by Lov&sz [lo]: 
Theorem 1.1 (PGT). A graph G is perfect iff its complement C is perfect. 
The most important open problem is Berge’s Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture 
(SPGC) which characterizes perfect graphs in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs 
[I]. The SPGC states: 
Conjecture 1.2 (SPGC). A graph is perfect iff it does not contain C,,+r or C,,+t 
(with k> 1) as an induced subgraph. 
In this paper we generalize the notion of a perfect graph by first looking at a 
family of chromatic number variants. Then we prove analogues of the PGT and the 
SPGC for these generalized perfect graphs. 
All graphs in this paper are finite and undirected. Given a graph G = (V, E), we 
write x-y if vertex x is adjacent to vertex y, and we denote the set of all neighbors 
of x by N(x) = { y E V(G): x-y]. If graph His induced in graph G, we write HI G. 
If, in addition, H# G, we write H< G. For a vertex set A c V(G), the graph induced 
by the vertices in A is denoted G[A]. 
I. 1. Generalizing the chromatic number 
To generalize the notion of perfect graphs we begin by generalizing the chromatic 
number concept. Let 9 be a property of graphs. (This means that 9 is a set of 
graphs.) We (and many other authors before us, e.g., see [3,4,7,8]) define the 9’- 
chromatic number of a graph G, denoted x&G), to be the least integer k such that 
V= V(G) can be partitioned V= V, U V,U .‘- U V, so that each induced subgraph 
G[ I$] has property 9. Such a partition (whether minimal or not) is called a .9- 
coloring of G. 
For example, when 9’ is the property “is edgeless”, then x9 is the ordinary 
chromatic number. If 9 is the property “is acyclic” then xyp is known as the vertex 
(or point) arboricity. 
1.2. Hereditary properties 
As in [3,4,11], it is natural to restrict 9 to be a hereditary property, i.e., if HI G 
and GE 9 (G has property 9) then HE 9. Restricting 9 to be hereditary and 
nonempty ensures us that x9(G) is defined for any graph and that x9 is monotone, 
i.e., if HI G then x9(H)sx9(G). 
Whenever 9 is a hereditary property, it is natural to consider the minimal (with 
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respect o the 5, “is an induced subgraph” partial ordering) graphs not in 9. We 
say that G is a forbidden subgraph for 9 provided G $9’ but for any H< G we have 
HE 9. We denote the set of forbidden subgraphs for 9 by g(9). Note that GE .9 
iff for no H<G is HE@(~). For example, for the property “is perfect” (in the 
ordinary sense), the SPGC posits 
g(perfect) L { CZk+ 1: k> l} U { C,,+,: k> l}. 
1.3. Generalizing the clique number 
Having generalized x, we need to generalize o. Large cliques force the chromatic 
number to be large. Loosely speaking, graphs are perfect iff their chromatic number 
is large because of their large cliques. We wish to capture this idea in our generaliza- 
tion of o. Note that since x(K,)=n, we can define o in the following way: 
o(G) = max{ x(K): KI G and K is a clique}. 
The advantage to this latter definition is that it easily generalizes. We define the 9- 
clique number of G, denoted a,(G), to be 
o,(G) = max{ x,(K): Kr G and K is a clique}. 
[Aside: This definition differs from that in [ 111. We have found the present defini- 
tion far more tractable. Also, a main result of [l l] that a graph is arboricity perfect 
iff it is chordal is unaffected by this change in definition.] 
By the monotonicity of x9, we have x&K)Ix~(G) for all K<G, and thus the 
following inequality holds: 
Fact. For any nontrivial hereditary property 9 and any graph G, we have 
x&G)> m&G). 
We will make use of this fact repeatedly. 
The Y-clique number can be readily computed from the ordinary clique number 
as the following easy lemma shows: 
Lemma 1.3. Let 9 be a hereditary family of graphs. Suppose for some n we have 
K,$@ and let k=max{n: K,,E~‘). For any graph G we have 
Otherwise (K,, E 9’for all n) w,(G) = 1 for any graph G. 
1.4. Generalizing perfection and the PGT 
Armed with generalizations of the chromatic and clique numbers, it is simple to 
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extend the notion of perfection. We say that a graph G is x9-perfect provided for 
all HsG (H induced in G) we have x&H)=o,(H). 
Using Lemma 1.3 above, it is easy to see that if a family 9 contains all cliques 
then G is x,-perfect iff GE 9’. 
In [ll] we proved the following: 
Theorem 1.4. If 9’ is the property “‘is acyclic” then G is x9-perfect if and only if 
G is chordal. 
This result is an analogue of the SPGC in that it (implicitly) states that a graph 
is “acyclic perfect” if and only if it does not contain C, (with k> 3) as an induced 
subgraph. (In symbols, $(acyclic perfect) = {C,: k> 3) .) There are well-known 
polynomial time algorithms for recognizing chordal graphs and therefore for 
recognizing acyclic perfect graphs. 
It is not hard to check that 2K2 is acyclic perfect but its complement, C,, is not 
acyclic perfect. So it would appear that generalizations of the PGT would not be 
possible. However, one proof of the PGT (see [9]) shows the equivalence of the 
following two statements: 
(1) G is perfect. 
(2) For all HI G, a(N)o(H) 2 ) V(H) I. 
Since (2) is invariant under graph complementation, the PGT follows. We can use 
(2) to define a second notion of perfection once we extend the independence number 
u. 
For a hereditary property 9 we define the P-independence number of G, denoted 
aY(G), to be the maximum number of vertices in any g-graph induced in G, that 
is 
aB(G)=max{I V(H)/: HsG and HEY}. 
Note that when 9 is “is edgeless” then a9 reverts to the ordinary independence 
number. 
We say that G is aPug-perfect provided a&H)w&H) 2 ) V(H)1 for all HI G. 
It is not hard to use Theorem 1.4 (see [ 111) to prove the following analogue of 
the PGT: 
Theorem 1.5. If 9 is the property “‘is acyclic” then G is x,-perfect if and only 17 
G is a+09-perfect. 
1.5. Summary of results 
In this paper we consider generalized perfect graphs built from the following two 
properties (and some variants): 
l gDI, “has maximum degree at most t”, and 
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l G,, “has at most t edges”, 
where t is a fixed positive integer. Notice that in case t = 0 both of these properties 
reduce to “is edgeless”. We prove analogues of the SPGC and the PGT, as well as 
exhibit polynomial time recognition algorithms for the appropriate generalized 
perfect graphs provided t >O. Regrettably, our methods break down in the case 
t=o. 
2. Maximum degree perfection 
Throughout this section t denotes a fixed positive integer. 
In this section we consider the property gD, “has maximum degree at most t”, 
i.e., GE 5Blt if and only if n(G)5 t. Notice that the largest complete graph in 9!JD, is
K,,, so by Lemma 1.3, ma,(G) = [o(G)/@+ l)]. 
We say that a vertex u is a simplicial vertex of G provided all of v’s neighbors 
are pairwise adjacent, i.e., G[N(v)] is a complete graph. 
2. I. SPGC analogue 
The following result characterizes the Xg,-perfect graphs. 
Theorem 2.1. Let %7,= {G: A(G)< t}. Then G is xg,-perfect if and only if for 
every v E V(G) either d(v) I t or v is simplicial. 
Proof. Let ~7 denote the set of graphs which we claim are x9,-perfect, i.e., 
8= {G: Vu E V(G) either d(u) 5 t or v is simplicial}. 
To prove the forward direction consider a graph G $9’. There is a nonsimplicial 
vertex v E V(G) with d(v) > t. Let H be a subgraph in G induced by u and t + 1 of 
its neighbors, chosen so that His not complete. Thus the largest clique in H has at 
most t + 1 vertices which means that ma,(H) = 1. However, HE$ &@a, since v has 
degree t + 1, thus xa,(H) 2 2. So H, and consequently G is not xa,-perfect. 
We prove the converse by induction on / V(G)/. For / V(G)] = 1, it is clear that 
G is xg,-perfect. Assume that all graphs in 8 on fewer than n vertices are x~, 
perfect, and let G be a graph on IZ vertices in the set 9. Since all proper induced 
subgraphs of G are in 9, the induction hypothesis implies that they are x9,- 
perfect. Hence we need only show xn,(G)=w,,(G). We have the following two 
cases: 
Case 1: There is some v E V(G) with d,(v) I 1. In this case, let r =x~,(G - u) = 
cu,,(G- v) by the induction hypothesis. Consider a %r,-coloring of G - u with r 
colors: V(G - u) = V, U ... U V, where G[I/;] E 6Br for each i. Since the largest 
clique of G containing v has at most t + 1 vertices it has Ok,= 1. So ma,(G) = 
ogc(G - v) = r. Recall that we always have the inequality xa,(G) 2 ma,(G), thus it 
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remains to show that x9,(G) 5 Ok, = r. We will show that H= G[ V, U {o}] is a 
graph in gD,; thus V(G)=(V,U{o})U V,U... U V, is a valid QJt-coloring of G with 
r colors, and ~~,(G)rr as desired. 
We need to show that A(H) it. Clearly dH(u) I do(u) I t and for all XE V(H) 
with xf u, we have dH(x) = dorKl(x) 5 t. Consider y E V(H) with y-u, and sup- 
pose cIH(y) > t. Then y cannot be simplicial because y and u can have at most t - 1 
common neighbors in H, but y has at least t neighbors in H besides o. So vertex 
y has &(_v) rd&y)> t, and is not simplicial, which contradicts the fact that G is 
in 9. Thus we have d&x) it for all XE V(H), which implies that H is in glr as 
desired. 
Case 2: v is simplicial for all v E V(G). In this case, G has no induced path on 
three vertices (P3), because the middle vertex of the path would not be simplicial. 
Thus G is the disjoint union of cliques, which is Xa,-perfect. 0 
2.2. Forbidden subgraphs and polynomial time recognition 
Theorem 2.1 is an analogue of the SPGC in that it completely characterizes the 
X9,-perfect graphs. Furthermore, it shows how, for each t, the forbidden 
subgraphs for the Xg,-perfect graphs can be mechanically listed: 
Corollary 2.2. Let gD,= {G: A(G) s t} and let 9 be the set of all Xg,-perfect 
graphs. The forbidden subgraphs for 9, S(Y), are exactly those graphs on t + 2 ver- 
tices which are not complete but have maximum degree t + 1. 
Another way to state this corollary is that the forbidden subgraphs for x9,- 
perfect graphs are exactly the noncomplete spanning supergraphs of K,,,, , . A 
third way to state this is: A graph is $3t-perfect if and only if every component is 
either a clique or has maximum degree at most t. 
For example, when t = 1, the unique forbidden subgraph is P3. Thus (for t = 1) 
the 8,-perfect graphs are exactly the Ps-free graphs. These, in turn, are exactly the 
graphs each of whose components is a complete graph. 
When t = 2 the forbidden subgraphs are shown in Fig. 1. 
This corollary implies that there are only finitely many forbidden subgraphs for 
XB,-perfection. Thus, one can test in polynomial time if a given graph on n ver- 
I7 m III 
Fig. 1. Forbidden subgraphs for Xg,-perfect graphs for t=2. 
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tices is X9,-perfect by seeing if the graph in question contains one of the forbidden 
subgraphs as an induced subgraph. This brute-force approach would take O@Z’+~) 
time. However, direct application of Theorem 2.1 yields an 0(n3) recognition 
algorithm and the componentwise description yields an 0(n2) algorithm. 
3. Bounded edge perfection 
As in the previous section, let t denote a fixed positive integer. Let &t be the 
property “has at most t edges”; &t= {G: IE(G)I I t}. We prove the following 
result which describes the structure of &=,-perfect graphs. 
For simplicity in what follows, we let &,-perfect graphs be those graphs which 
are X9-perfect for the property 9= {G: JE(G)I 5 t}. We let n, be the (unique) in- 
teger for which (“;) 5 1, but (n’+l 2 )>t. Note that t>3 implies that n,23. 
Theorem 3.1. For t = 1 and t = 2, all minimal &,-imperfect graphs have x6! = 2 and 
we, = 1. 
For a proof see [12]. The minimal imperfect graphs are given later in Fig. 2. 
Theorem 3.2. If t 2 3 then graph G is &,-perfect if and only if G has one of the 
following properties: 
(1) For a maximum clique C of G, we have IE(G)I I lIZ( +(t-(T)). 
(2) For a maximum clique C of G, there exists a vertex x of G - C so that G con- 
sists of singletons and a component C’ with V(C’) = V(C) +x and t = (“I;‘) - 1. 
(3) P(G) I 5 1. 
Moreover, all minimal &,-imperfect graphs have x8, = 2 and 08( = 1. 
Proof. ( e ) If graph G satisfies (3) above, then clearly x8,(H) = we,(H) = 1 for all 
HS G. For graphs G satisfying (1) or (2), and HcG, partition Hfl C into 
08,(Hfl C) parts and add H- C to an appropriate element of the partition. If (1) 
holds, this can be any part; if (2) holds, choose a part which contains a vertex in 
C not adjacent to x. Thus x8,(H) ~x~,(Hn C) = 08{(Hn C) I o&,(H); the reverse 
inequality is always true, hence G is &,-perfect. 
( a ) Now assume that graph G does not satisfy any of the three properties above. 
We will show that G is not &,-perfect by exhibiting an induced subgraph of G with 
x&,=2 and 0~,=1. 
Let C be a maximum clique of G. If I V(C)1 <n,+ 1, then o+,(G) = 1, but 
xc,(G)> 1 since (3) does not hold, and we are done. 
Otherwise, / V(C)/ 2 n, + 1. Let X be the set consisting of those vertices in C that 
have a neighbor in G - C. We can choose Yc V(C) such that I V( Y)l = n, and 
either Xc Y (if 1x1 in,) or YcX (if 1x1 >n,). In the first instance, the graph 
G- C+ Y contains more than t edges because by the negation of (l), we have 
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IE(G)/ - (E(C)1 + (T)> 1. In the second instance, G- C+ Y also contains more 
than t edges because of the (“;) edges between vertices of Y and the n, or more 
edges that join vertices in Y to those in G- C. Thus x&,(G- C+ Y)> 1. If 
G - C+ Y did not contain an (n,+ 1)-clique, then that would imply that 
u&~(G- C+ Y) = 1, and we would be done. Thus we can assume there is an 
(n, + I)-clique of G which has nonempty intersection with G - C. We let K be such 
a clique which has maximum intersection with C and let A = V(K- C), with a = IA I. 
Case 1: 2 5 as n,. In this case, since C is maximum and A induces a clique, we 
can choose vertices { ui, u2, . . . , o,} of C so that each Di is not adjacent to all of A. 
We let A’=K+ {u1,02, .. . . u,} -x, for some arbitrary vertex XE Ktl C. Because of 
the removal of vertex x and our original choice of K, any (n, + I)-clique in A’ would 
have to contain all of A. So by our choice of {ui, u2, . . . , ua}, there is no (n, + l)- 
clique in G[A’]. We now show that G[A’] contains at least t + 1 edges, and hence 
that G is not &,-perfect. 
IE(G[A’I)Jz~+a(n~-a)+ (“;) 
So, if 21aln,-1 then 
If a=n,>2 then, since tr3 implies n,23, we have IE(G[A’])Ir(“,‘)+(“,‘)>n,+ 
(;)>t. 
Case 2: a=n,+ 1. In this case, choose a subclique K’ of C with n, vertices, and 
let A’ = K’+ A -x for some arbitrary x E A. By our original choice of K and the fact 
that a = n, + 1, we know that A’ contains no (n, + 1)-clique. However 
IE(G[A’])I ~2 “2’ >t, 
0 
so G[A’] is not &,-perfect, and hence neither is G. 
Case 3: a= 1. Let x be a vertex of G- C with the most neighbors in C. By the 
assumptions of this case, vertex x has at least n, neighbors in C. Since C is a max- 
imum clique in G, there is some vertex u E C with x4 u. 
Suppose that the graph G consists of singletons and a component C’ with 
V(C’) = C+x. By the original assumption (2) of the proof, we know that t< 
(“‘i’)-1. Choose K’c C such that IK’I =n,-1 and K’cN(x). Let A’=K’+x+u. 
Note that G[A’] does not contain an (n,+ I)-clique. However, IE(G[A’])J = 
(“I,“) - 1 > t by assumption (2). Hence the graph G is not &,-perfect. 
Otherwise, there exists a vertex y#x of G- C which is not a singleton of G. If 
N(y) 17 C$Z N(x) II C then choose B = { ul, u2, .. . , u,~} C C such that x is adjacent to 
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each vertex of B except ul, y - ul, but y + u2. Then G [B + x + y] does not contain a 
(n,+ 1)-clique, yet IE(G[B+x+y])l >(“;) + n,> t. Thus G is not &,-perfect. 
Alternatively, we have N(y) fl Cc N(x) n C. Let u1 be a vertex in C-N(x). 
Suppose first that x-y. If N(y)17 C#N(x)fl C, then take BcN(x)n C, 
1BI =n,-1, with some DEB not joined toy. Then G[B+o,+x+y] has more than 
t edges, but no (nt + I)-clique. If N(y) fl C= N(x) tl C, then there is another vertex 
v2 E C-N(x) different from o1 (for otherwise N(x) fl C+x+y is a bigger clique 
than C, a contradiction to the choice of C). Choose BcN(x) n C, IB1 =n,-2. 
Then, again, G[B + oi + u2 +x+ y] has more than t edges, but no (nt + 1)-clique. 
We can assume that y+x. If y is joined to some vertex u of C, then choose 
BcN(x)nC, \BI =n,-1, with UEB; here again G[B+ui+x+y] has more than t 
edges, but no (n,+ 1)-clique. Finally, we assume y is not joined to any vertex of C; 
moreover, we can also assume for every vertex z of G not in C+ x, if z is not an 
isolate, then N(z) tl CC N(x) fl C, z+x and z is not joined to any vertex of C (for 
otherwise, use such a vertex in place of y). As y is not an isolate, it is joined to some 
vertex w (clearly w $ C+x). In this case, choose BcN(x) rl C with (BI = IZ[- 1; then 
G[B+ u1 +x+y + w] has more than t edges, but no (n,+ 1)-clique. In any case, we 
have found an induced subgraph of G that is not &,-perfect, and hence, G is not 
&,-perfect. 0 
3.1. Finite characterization and polynomial recognition 
In the spirit of Berge’s SPGC, we wish to produce a list of forbidden subgraphs 
which characterize X6,-perfection. Recall that F is forbidden for the set of Q, 
perfect graphs provided F is minimally x&,-imperfect. In this subsection, we show 
that there are finitely many of these forbidden graphs. This implies a polynomial 
time algorithm for determining if a graph is x&,-perfect. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G,= (G: IE(G)I rt}. There are finitely many minimally xs, 
imperfect graphs. 
Proof. Let F be a forbidden graph for the set of x8,-perfect graphs. Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 imply that wC,(F) = 1 and x6,(F) = 2. Furthermore, since any proper in- 
duced subgraph G < F is xe,-perfect, we have Q,(F- u) = 1 for all u E V(F). Now it 
must be the case that IE(F)I 2 t + 1, because x8,(F) = 2 (i.e., F$ G,). If in fact 
I E(F) I > t + 1, then for any e E E(F), the graph F - e has at least t + 1 edges, and thus 
has x&:,= 2. Clearly oc,(F- e)s 06,(F) = 1, so F-e is x8,-imperfect. Moreover, 
IE(F-e-u)1 s IE(F- )I _t v -C since xC,(F- v) = 1. So x~,(F- e - v) = 1 and thus any 
proper induced subgraph of F-e is xg,-perfect, and F-e is indeed forbidden. 
We continue in this manner removing edges one at a time until we are left with 
a forbidden spanning subgraph H of F with 1 E(H) 1 = t + 1. Note that 6(H) > 0, for 
if H had an isolated vertex u, then IE(H- u)l = \E(H)(, so x~,(H- u) =xI,(H) =2 
and oe,(H- u)= 1 contradicting the fact that H is (minimally) forbidden. A 
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simple counting argument gives: 
So N and therefore F has at most 2(t+ 1) vertices. Since there are finitely many 
graphs on 2(t+ 1) vertices, the proof is complete. 0 
There is a simple “brute-force” method for listing the forbidden subgraphs, 
namely, for every graph with k= 1,2, . . . , 2t+2 vertices, check to see that it is 
minimally X&!-imperfect. The X&,-perfect forbidden subgraphs for some small 
values of t are given in Fig. 2. For t = 1 these are exactly P3 and 2K,. Thus a graph 
is X8!-perfect (t = 1) iff it has exactly one nontrivial component which must be 
complete. For t = 2 the forbidden subgraphs are Kl,3, P4, C,, P3 + K2, and 3Kz. 
4. S-free extensions 
In this section, we extend our characterizations of X9-perfect graphs. In par- 
ticular, we characterize the X9-perfect graphs, where 9 is a variant of a property 
9 whose perfect graphs are already known. 
a 
A 





Fig. 2. (a) Forbidden subgraphs for X&,-perfect graphs when I = 1. (b) Forbidden subgraphs for ~8,. 
perfect graphs when t = 2. 
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For any set of graphs $ we say that G is g-free provided for all HE g”, HS G. 
We denote the set of s-free graphs by Free(g). 
Theorem 4.1. Let 9 be a nontrivial, hereditary property, and let $ be a set of 
graphs which satisfies: 
(1) $c@, and 
(2) K, $ @ for all m. 
If S? = 9 fl Free($) then: 
G is x9-perfect e G is xqperfect and G is g-free. 
Condition (1) is an “irredundancy” condition; there is no point in forbidding 
something which is already excluded. Thus it places no substantive restriction on @. 
Condition (2) ensures that w9(G) = o,(G) for any graph G (see Lemma 1.3). Note 
that if G is g-free, then x9(G) =x9(G) because every &coloring of V(G) is also 
a .9-coloring, and vice versa. 
Proof. Suppose G is X9-perfect and g-free. For any HI G, H is also &-perfect 
and g-free. But then 
using condition (2), and the facts that H is x9-perfect and g-free. Thus x9(H) = 
o&H) for all HIG, so G is x9-perfect. 
Conversely, suppose G is not x9-perfect or G is not g-free. We have the follow- 
ing cases: 
Case 1: G is not S-free. Let X5 G where XE@. Then x9(X)22 since Xq 9, 
but up(X) =w9(X)crx9(X)= 1. So X and consequently G is not x9-perfect. 
Case 2: G is @free but not x9-perfect. In this case, there is some Hc G with 
x,(H)> my(H). But H is also g-free, so xa(H) =x&H) > o,(H) = aAH). 
Therefore, H and G are not x9-perfect. 0 
This theorem can directly be applied to our characterizations given in Theorems 
2.1 and 3.2 to handle variants of g,= “has maximum degree at most t” and 
&,= “has t or fewer edges”. For example, if the property 9 is “every component 
has at most t + 1 vertices”, then we can write 9 in the form gD, n Free(g) where g 
is the set of connected graphs on t + 2 or more vertices with maximum degree at most 
t. It is easy to check that .@ satisfies conditions (1) and (2). We may conclude that 
the x9-perfect graphs are exactly the &free xg,-perfect graphs, which turn out to 
be those graphs in which every component is either a clique or has t + 1 or fewer 
vertices. 
The property “has at most t edges” can be written in the form $Z[ tl Free(@), but 
whenever t > 1, we must have K,, 1 in @. Thus condition (2) is not satisfied and 
Theorem 4.1 does not apply. Indeed, the conclusion is false. For t = 1, writing 
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gl= 91,t-l Free(2K2) does satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1, and the conclu- 
sions of Theorems 2.1, 3.2 and 4.1 agree. 
In [13] Theorem 4.1 is used to show that the set of X9-perfect graphs can be 
found for every hereditary property 9’ as soon as they are known for the properties 
Free(K,J for y1> 2. 
5. Analogues of the Perfect Graph Theorem 
Recall that a graph G is c++-perfect if a9(N)w9(H)2 j V(H)/ for all HI G. 
We can prove analogues of the PGT whenever the minimal forbidden subgraphs 
satisfy x9 = 2 and a+ = 1. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 9 be a hereditary property and suppose every minimal x9- 
imperfect graph has x9 = 2 (and co9 = 1). Then a graph is x9-perfect if and only if 
it is cz90+-perfect. 
Proof. For any graph G we have x9(G)r 1 V(G)//a&G) since each @-color class 
can have at most a&G) colors. Let G be x9-perfect. Then x,&H) = w&J) for any 
HrG and we have 
hence G is aguY-perfect. 
Conversely, if G is not x9-perfect, then G contains an induced forbidden 
subgraph H which has x9(H) =2 and 09(H) = 1. Since H$9 we have a&H)< 
I ~Vf)19 thus ~.&O~&O < I vVf)l and therefore G is not agog-perfect. 0 
It follows from Corollary 2.2 that the minimal imperfect graphs for 9BD, = {G: 
d(G) I t} all have x~~ = 2 and wq), = 1. Thus Theorem 5.1 applies for 9= 5B, and 
also for 9=&, (see Theorem 3.2). The following theorem shows that a Perfect 
Graph Theorem analogue also holds for s-free variants of the properties whose 
minimal imperfect graphs have w= 1 and x=2. 
Theorem 5.2. Let 9 be a hereditary property for which every minimal x9- 
imperfect graph has x9= 2 (and 09= 1). Let S be a set of graphs which satisfies: 
(1) SClP, and 
(2) K,,, $ @ for all m. 
Then all minimal x,-imperfect graphs for the property D = 9n Free@+-) have 
x9=2 and wg==l. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal x9-imperfect graph. We have the following two cases: 
Case 1: G is S-free. We have x9(G) =x~(G)>oJ~(G), so G is x&mperfect. 
However, for all H<G, we have equality above, which means that G is a minimal 
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X+imperfect graph. This gives X&G) =x&G) = 2 (and us(G) = o,(G) = 1) as 
desired. 
Case 2: There exists an XE% with XI G. In this case, xa(X)>2 (since X$9) 
but w9(X) = 1 (by condition (l)), so X is X9-imperfect. However, G is a minimal 
X9-imperfect graph, so we must have G =X which yields CO&G) = 1 and x9(G) I 2. 
If in fact x&G)>2, then by removing any vertex o from V(G), we have 
09(G- u) = 1 and xs(G- u)?2, contradicting the fact that G is a minimal x0- 
imperfect graph. So o&G)= 1 and x9(G)=2 as desired. 0 
Thus for all properties considered in this paper (5Bt, 8, and their g-free variants) 
as well as the property “is acyclic”, we can prove a PGT. Indeed, it is tempting to 
conjecture that the PGT holds for all hereditary 9. Interestingly, this is not true. 
In [13] a property 9 is given for which XFperfection is not equivalent to a9wg- 
perfection. 
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